Game Descriptions
Re-Mission 2 is a collection of online games created by the nonprofit HopeLab to help
young people with cancer take on the fight of their lives.
All the games can be played free online at re-mission2.org.
RE-MISSION 2: NANOBOT’S REVENGE
You are a nanobot, a powerful microscopic robot designed to blast away cancer.
Players use an ever-increasing arsenal of powerful chemo attacks to crush the
cancerous forces of the Nuclear Tyrant, firing targeted treatments on a growing tumor
to prevent cancer from escaping into the blood stream. Mobile app available for iOS
and Android, with support from Cigna.
Levels: 12 (+1 bonus level)
Developer:

Nerdook Productions

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2botrevenge

RE-MISSION 2: LEUKEMIA
Lured by the sweet taste of healthy stem cells, the Leukemia Monster has mutated the
body’s bone marrow. Players save white blood cells and destroy cancer with arcade
action, point-and-click gameplay.
Levels: 20
Developer:

Nerdook Productions

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2leukemia

RE-MISSION 2: NANO DROPBOT
Cancer cells are lurking, holding healthy cells captive and starving. Players seek and
destroy cancer and rescue healthy cells as a specialized nanobot armed with chemo
medicine bombs. Platform-style gameplay features navigating and exploring inside the
body to fight cancer.
Levels: 15 (+10 bonus levels)
Developer:

Tinime Games

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2dropbot

RE-MISSION 2: STEM CELL DEFENDER
You are a mighty nanobot designed to protect white blood cells from a bacteria
invasion – and you’ve got what it takes to win. Drag-and-drop gameplay maneuvers the
nanobot to grow good cells to fight off a nasty bacterial infection. Powerful antibiotic
bombs are used to wipe out the invading bacterial army.
Levels: 10 (+1 bonus level)
Developer:

Borne Games

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2celldefender

RE-MISSION 2: FEEDING FRENZY
Devour bacteria and cancer cells to defeat cancer and infections as a white blood cell
or chemo agent. Platform-style gameplay lets players explore the human body, and
progress earns upgrades that make players even more powerful.
Levels: 10
Developer:

Tinime Games

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2feeding_frenzy

RE-MISSION 2: SPECIAL OPS
This bonus game is unlocked by playing 5 levels of each of the other Re-Mission 2
games. Players destroy cancerous worms invading the body in iconic shoot-‘em-up
arcade-style gameplay. The game is downloadable and available for play offline.
Levels: 15
Developer:

Novaleaf Game Studio

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2specialops

Re-Mission 2 games were developed with support from Vivendi, Livestrong
Foundation, the Entertainment Software Association Foundation, Cigna, Genentech
and the Annenberg Foundation.

